Has the posture of a patient an effect on the organ and tissue absorbed doses caused by X-ray examinations? This study wants to find the answer to this question, based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of commonly performed X-ray examinations using adult phantoms modelled to represent humans in standing as well as in supine posture. The recently published FASH (Female Adult meSH) and MASH (Male Adult meSH) phantoms have standing posture. In a first step, both phantoms were updated with respect to their anatomy: Glandular tissue was separated from adipose tissue in the breasts, visceral fat was separated from subcutaneous fat, cartilage was segmented in ears, nose and around the thyroid, the right lung is now 15% greater than the left lung. The updated versions are called FASH2_sta and MASH2_sta (sta = standing). Taking into account the gravitational effects on organ position and fat distribution, supine versions of the FASH2 and the MASH2 phantoms have been developed in this study and called FASH2_sup and MASH2_sup. MC simulations of external whole body exposure to monoenergetic photons and partial body exposure to X-rays have been made with the standing and supine FASH2 and MASH2 phantoms. For external whole body exposure for AP and PA projection with photon energies above 30 keV, the effective dose did not change by more than 5% when the posture changed from standing to supine or vice versa. Apart from that, supine posture is quite rare in occupational radiation protection from whole body exposure. However, in Xray diagnosis supine posture is frequently used for patients submitted to examinations. Changes of organ absorbed doses up to 60% were found for simulations of chest and abdomen radiographs if the posture changed from standing to supine or vice versa. Further increase of differences between posture-specific organ and tissue absorbed doses with increasing whole body mass is to be expected.
Introduction
Depending on the X-ray procedure to undergo, patients have to take up specific postures when being positioned between X-ray tube and imaging system. Standing or lying, each posture affects the position of internal organs and the distribution of adipose tissue due to the influence of the gravitational force. Consequently, exposed parts of the body may have different diameters in the direction of the radiation and organs may have been shifted relative to the X-ray field. Such anatomical changes can have a significant effect on organ and tissue absorbed doses and associated radiation risks for patients submitted to examinations in X-ray diagnosis.
In the past, most studies on organ absorbed dose assessment in X-ray diagnosis were made using computational human phantoms, some of which, called stylized phantoms, were representing standing patients (Kramer and Drexler 1976 , Rosenstein 1976 , Jones and Wall 1985 , Rosenstein 1988 , Drexler et al 1990 , Le Heron 1992 , Hart et al 1994 , Schultz et al 1994 , Schultz et al 1995 , PetoussiHenss et al 1995 , while others, mainly voxel or hybrid phantoms, were representing patients lying on the back (Zankl et al 2000, Akahane et al 2001 , Winslow et al 2004 , Petoussi-Henss et al 2005 , Bozkurt and Bor 2007 , Kramer et al 2008 , Johnson et al 2009 . More recently, a mesh-based standing phantom was used for absorbed dose comparison with a standing stylized phantom for CT examinations (Liu et al 2010) .
In order to investigate the effect of posture and position of the patient on organ and tissue absorbed doses in X-ray diagnosis, one would have to use phantoms modelled to represent different postures. For whole body exposure, such an approach was reported by Sato et al (2007 Sato et al ( , 2008a , who developed two different voxel phantoms based on whole body CT images of a Japanese volunteer scanned in lying as well as in standing posture. Their results for organ positions showed cranial shifts for the adrenals, kidneys, liver, pancreas, small intestine, and urinary bladder between 0.3 and 1.9 cm, and an increase of the waist circumference, when the posture changed from standing to lying. As for dosimetry, up to 14% "posture effect" was found between organ absorbed doses for internal photon emitters, while conversion coefficients for external monoenergetic photon exposure showed greater differences. For whole body irradiation anterior-posterior (AP) and posterior-anterior (PA), Sato et al determined ratios between organ absorbed doses for lying and for standing posture. The ratios showed a minimum of 0.42 and maximum of 4.0 for incident photon energies below 50 keV, which is exactly the range for mean photon energies of many X-ray spectra. Due to partial body exposure, additional differences can be expected in X-ray diagnosis, where organ absorbed doses dependent crucially on the position of the organ relative to the boundaries of the X-ray field. Figure 1 describes the positions a human body can have relative to the X-ray beam for any of these postures. For example, dorsal means that the radiation is directed towards the frontal part of the body to reach the image receptor located behind the patient. A dorsal position is used for radiographs made in standing or lying posture and is also called an AP projection. If the X-rays enter the patient"s body at the back to reach the image receptor in front of the patient, the position is called ventral, which represents a PA projection. Radiological terms are also used to describe movements of organs, in cranial or caudal direction, for example. Images representing cuts through the patient"s body are classified as transverse, coronal or sagittal. Standard CT images represent transverse cuts through the body, for example.
For standing posture, different body positions do not cause significant anatomical changes, because the direction of the gravitational force relative to the body is always the same, namely caudal. For lying posture, organ locations and fat distribution change with every new position of the body. To model phantoms for each possible position of the lying posture is beyond the scope of this study. Apart from phantoms suitable for most positions of the standing posture, this paper also presents male and female adult phantoms for supine (lying/dorsal) posture, thereby covering the most important combinations of posture and position used in X-ray diagnosis. Phantoms for prone (lying/ventral) posture will be discussed but not developed in this study.
The standing FASH2/MASH2 phantoms
The Female Adult meSH (FASH) and the Male Adult meSH (MASH) phantoms have been developed based on polygon mesh surfaces using the open source software tools MakeHuman (MakeHuman 2009), Blender (Blender 2009), Binvox (Min 2009, Nooruddin and Turk 2003) and ImageJ (ImageJ 2009) . Representing standing adults, FASH and MASH have organ and tissue masses, body height and mass adjusted to the reference data given by ICRP89 (ICRP 2002) . Figure 2 presents frontal views of the FASH and MASH mesh phantoms, showing transparent surfaces with skeletons, organs and tissues underneath, while figure 3 shows the skin of the voxelized versions. The FASH and the MASH phantoms have been used for Monte Carlo simulation of whole body exposure to ionizing radiation and the results have been compared with corresponding data from other phantoms . The development of phantoms for supine posture was used as an opportunity to revise and updated some of the organs and tissues of the FASH and the MASH phantoms. The mass of the right lung is now 15% greater than the left lung based on information taken from ICRP89 (2002). The breasts have been segmented into glandular and adipose tissue in both phantoms using information from ICRP89 (ICRP 2002) and from ICRP95 (ICRP 2004) . Trachea and bronchi were segmented as walled organs filled with air. Subcutaneous and visceral fat (adipose) were separated. Cartilage was segmented also in the ears, the nose and around the thyroid. The changes and additions are significant and therefore the new names FASH2 and MASH2. In the voxelized FASH2 and MASH2 phantoms, the cubic voxel size of 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm was maintained.
The supine FASH2/MASH2 phantoms
When a standing person takes up a supine posture, the gravitational force causes the following anatomical effects:  Cranial and/or dorsal shifts of organs  Compression of the lung volume in cranial and dorsal directions caused by the heart and abdominal organs  Reduction of sagittal diameters, especially the abdominal, and an increase of lateral diameters, especially at the dorsal part of the lower abdomen  Change of position of shoulders, arms and associated bones in dorsal direction 2.3.1 Shift of organs Sato et al (2007 Sato et al ( , 2008a found dislocations of centres of mass for several abdominal organs in cranial direction between 0.3 and 1.9 cm, when the posture of a Japanese adult male changed from standing to supine. Concerned about the correct block placement for the kidneys during total body irradiation, Reiff et al (1999) investigated the changes in size and location of the kidneys in 15 Caucasian patients. They found an average cranial shift of 3.6 cm for the kidneys when the patient"s posture changed from standing to supine. Taking into account on the one hand the comprehensive set of data for one subject published by Sato et al, and on the other hand Reiff et al"s larger sample size (15 vs. 1) and also the ethnic differences between Asians and Caucasians, the organ shifts applied to the Caucasian FASH2 and MASH2 phantoms were those given by Sato et al but corrected with the ratio of the kidney shifts: 3.6 cm (Reiff) / 1.9 cm (Sato) = 1.9. Table 1 shows the organ-specific cranial shifts given by Sato et al (2007 Sato et al ( , 2008a , the calculated data based on the correction factor of 1.9 and the cranial organ shifts actually realized in the MASH2 and FASH2 phantoms. The realized shifts deviate sometimes from the calculated data because organ overlaps had to be avoided. Some organs, for which dislocation data were not available, had to be moved as well. Their cranial shifts, also shown in table 1, are the result of avoiding overlaps with neighbouring organs. In the publications of Sato et al (2007 Sato et al ( , 2008a , dorsal organ shifts were not given. Dorsal shifts, shown in table 1, were derived from data on ventral organ shifts found in the paper by Ball et al (1980) , also mentioned further down in section 2.4. Here, the term "shift" is used for a dislocation of the centre of mass of an organ relative to the pelvis, a bone assumed not to change its position when the posture changes from standing to supine.
Compression of the lung volume
Almost all investigations concerned with the effect of posture on pulmonary functions were made with patients, i.e. subjects with a pulmonary or other health condition, and were studying the change from sitting posture to either the supine or the prone posture. Blair and Hickam (1955) , however, investigated the effect of posture on the lung volume in normal subjects and included also the standing posture in their study. For 9 subjects they found for the total capacity of the lungs mean values of 6.77 L and 6.22 L for the standing and supine posture, respectively. This decrease, caused by pressure from the heart and abdominal organs, was used to reduce the lower dorsal part of the lung volume in the supine FASH2 and MASH2 phantoms by 8%. Then, the position of the diaphragm was re-adjusted in order to remain in contact with the lungs. The heart and abdominal organs were moved into the space liberated by the lungs, observing the organ-specific cranial and dorsal shifts given in table 1.
Reduction of the sagittal abdominal diameter (SAD)
In a study on "Pulmonary Function and Abdominal Adiposity in the General Public" based on 2153 subjects, Ochs-Balcom et al (2006) determined a variety of anthropometric parameters, among them the abdominal height "defined as the sagittal diameter of the abdomen measured by interviewers at the iliac crest while the participant was in the supine position". For the 50 th SAD percentiles the authors found 20.8 cm and 18.7 cm for the male and the female adult, respectively. Investigating the relationship between SAD and coronary heart disease risk among more than 45000 participants, Iribarren et al (2006) determined the SADs for standing posture "midway between the lower rib margin and the superior anterior iliac crest", i.e. at the height of the waist circumference. This study reports 21.0 cm and 19.0 cm for the 50 th percentile of the male and the female adult SAD, respectively. Unfortunately, the SADs of the two studies cannot be compared because they refer to different measurement locations. In order to link the data from Iribarren et al (2006) to the iliac position, ratios between SADs measured at the iliac crest and at the waist circumference were determined in the standing MASH2 and FASH2 phantoms. For the male adult this ratio was found to be 1.05, for the female adult 1.07. Consequently, the SADs of the standing MASH2 and FASH2 phantoms were reduced by a factor of 20.8 cm / (21.0 cm x 1.05) = 0.94 or by 6%, and of 18.7 cm / (19.0 cm x 1.07 ) = 0.92 or by 8%, respectively, to receive the SADs at the iliac crest for the supine phantoms, while keeping the circumference constant at the same time. This led to a slight increase of the lateral diameter, of course. Adjustment of the position of shoulders and arms for supine posture were made based on trials with volunteers. These adjustments affect also some bones in the thorax. In the thoracic region, the supine spine has less curvature compared to the standing spine (Sato et al 2007a (Sato et al , b, 2008 . Because of the bones, reduction of the sagittal diameter in the thorax region is less than for the abdomen. The adjustments of the bone positions did not change the volumes of the segmented skeletal tissues.
The prone body position
Using CT imaging in computer-assisted treatment planning for patients treated at the Los Alamos PiMeson Facility, Ball et al (1980) studied the positional variation of anatomic structures in 38 patients for supine and prone body position prior to radiotherapy. Turning the patients from supine to prone position caused movements of the liver, pancreas, spleen, heart, great vessels, kidneys, stomach and colon up to 2 cm ventrally and up to 6 cm caudally. Consequently, pressure by these organs on the lungs decreased significantly and, additionally, Albert and Hubmayr (2000) found that compared to the supine position, "The prone position eliminates compression of the lungs by the heart". Thus, with respect to lung volume and organ positions, the prone posture is more similar to the standing posture, while at the same time being more similar to the supine posture with regard to the fat distribution. Technically there is no problem with developing phantoms in prone posture as well, however, it was found that in text books for X-ray technicians only very few examinations are using the prone posture (Becht et al 2008 , Bontrager 2003 and, in addition, it turned out that prone X-ray procedures are very rarely performed in radiological practice (Bein 2010 , Bauer 2010 . Therefore, phantoms for prone body position were not developed in this study. However, at least the data from Ball et al (1980) were helpful for the assessment of the dorsal shifts shown in table 1.
Monte Carlo simulations
Organ and tissue absorbed dose calculations for external whole body and radiographic exposure to photons have been made with the EGSnrc Monte Carlo code connected to the MASH2_sta, MASH2_sup, FASH2_sta, FASH2_sup phantoms (sta = standing, sup = supine). The method used is the same described in Kramer et al (2010) , i.e. deposition of radial energy in organs and tissues was calculated based on coupled transport of photons and electrons in all segmented organs and tissues, and by additionally using CT images of human spongiosa for the determination of absorbed dose to radiosensitive skeletal tissues. Absorbed doses to organs and tissues were normalized to air kerma free in air, which was calculated simultaneously based on the air kerma-to-fluence conversion function for photons (ICRP 1996) during radiation transport through the phantoms, i.e. that the results were determined as conversion coefficients. Based on the proportionality between absorbed dose and energy deposited, a statistical error in percent was calculated for each organ and tissue absorbed dose as 100 x  / E av , where  represents the standard deviation for the energy deposited in an organ or tissue and E av the mean energy deposited per incident photon. Outside the skeleton, the smallest segmented organs or tissues still have ca. 5800 voxels, i.e. that because of the 1.2 mm cubic voxel size, voxel effects caused by segmentation procedures have negligible effect on the absorbed dose averaged over the organ or tissue volume, and even more so for larger organs and tissues. In the microstructure of trabecular bone, based on 60 m cubic voxels, voxel effects may influence the absorbed dose to the bone surface cells by up to 5% which was discussed earlier (Kramer et al 2006) .
The number of the tissues used in this study was updated. Apart from the 9 tissue compositions used before , which were taken from ICRU46 (ICRU 1992), additional 13 tissue compositions, partly sex-specific, have been compiled based on data found in Publication 110 on the ICRP reference phantoms (ICRP 2009), which uses 53 different tissue compositions. Table 2 shows the compositions for the 9 tissues taken from ICRU46 and additionally for the teeth, blood and lymphatic tissue taken from ICRP110 and applied to the phantoms for both sexes. In table 3 on the left, SOFT F103, SOFT F104 and SOFT F105 represent compositions averaged over several femalespecific soft tissue compositions from ICRP110 with densities of 1.03, 1.04 and 1.05 g/cm 3 , respectively, while FEYES and FGLAND stand for the female-specific compositions of the eyes and the glandular tissue, respectively. The corresponding male-specific compositions are given in table 3 on the right. 
Results

The standing FASH2/MASH2 phantoms
The development of the FASH and the MASH phantoms has extensively been described in the paper of Cassola et al (2010) . Therefore, this section presents only properties of some organs and tissues updated in the FASH2_sta and the MASH2_sta phantoms. Among the newly segmented tissues are adipose and glandular tissue in the breasts, shown in figure 4 for the female phantom, and visceral fat separated from subcutaneous fat, shown in figure 5 for the male phantom. Glandular tissue is the tissue relevant with respect to radiation risk for the breasts (Feig 1980, Rubin and Strayer 2008) and anatomically correct segmentation is therefore warranted. The separation of subcutaneous and visceral fat can be helpful for the modelling of obese phantoms, because mass increase by fat does not necessarily occur uniformly throughout all fatty regions of the human body. For reference, segmented skeletal tissue volumes as well as all organ and tissue masses of the FASH2 and the MASH2 phantoms are given in the appendix.
The supine FASH2 and MASH2 phantoms
Using the Blender software, the phantoms FASH2_sta and MASH2_sta have been changed based on the data and criteria for female and male supine adults described in section 2.3. The surfaces of the mesh phantoms FASH2_sup and MASH2_sup, representing adults of supine posture, are presented in figures 6 -9 for frontal and lateral views together with the standing phantoms FASH2_sta and MASH2_sta for comparison. frontal view of surfaces lateral view of surfaces Smaller sagittal diameter, slightly greater lateral diameter, flatter breasts, broader shoulders and different positions of the arms are the external anatomical differences between standing and supine posture which catch the eye. The internal differences refer to the positions of organs which are shown for the MASH2_sta and the MASH2_sup phantoms for frontal and lateral views in figures 10a and 10b, respectively. The three horizontal lines facilitate the recognition of the organ shifts. Corresponding figures for the FASH2_sta and the FASH2_sup phantoms look quite similar because most organs and their relative positions are equal for males and females. The organ and tissue masses given in the appendix also apply to the supine phantoms, because only the positions of some organs were changed and adipose tissue was re-distributed without changing organ or tissue masses. The exception are the lungs, because their volume decreased in the supine phantoms by 8%, but this was compensated by an increase of the density by the same margin, which left the lungs mass unchanged.
standing supine standing Supine Most radiosensitive organs and tissues of the human body are located under layers of muscle and/or adipose tissue of varying thickness. For given external whole body exposure conditions, the thickness of overlying tissues becomes the influential parameter for the absorbed dose to organs and tissues because attenuation and scattering of photon radiation depends crucially on the distance between the surface, where the radiation enters the body, and the location of the organ in the direction of the beam, and also on the scatter properties of surrounding tissues, like bone structures, for example. Consequently, interpretation of organ and tissue absorbed doses in terms of the interaction between radiation field and human body can become quite a complex task to do. X-ray diagnosis applies external partial body exposure to patients, which makes organ absorbed dose interpretation even more complicated, because now the positions of organs or tissues relative to the X-ray field may become even more important for the absorbed dose than the distance between surface and organ. Therefore, this study approaches the dosimetric results for X-ray examinations in two steps: First, whole body AP and PA exposure to monoenergetic photons will be considered for the standing and the supine phantoms. This allows for the investigation of the effect of posture-specific anatomical changes on organ and tissue absorbed doses and also for a comparison with corresponding data published by Sato et al (2008) . Second, X-ray spectra, divergent beams, focus-to-detector distances and diagnostic field sizes will be introduced to calculate organ and tissue absorbed doses for radiographic examinations of the chest and the abdomen with all four phantoms, in order to investigate the combined effect of fat layer reduction, organ shift and position relative to the field boundary.
Whole body exposure
Whole body exposure with monoenergetic parallel photons, incident AP and PA on the MASH2_sta, the MASH2_sup, the FASH2_sta and the FASH2_sup phantoms have been simulated for energies between 10 keV and 10 MeV. The photon cut-off energy was 2 keV in all tissues, while electron histories were terminated at 5 keV in all skeletal tissues and at 20 keV in all tissues located outside the skeleton. Statistical errors varied between 0.2 and 3.5% depending on the size of the organ and the projection. Ratios between absorbed doses to selected organs and tissues of the supine and the standing phantoms are shown for the MASH2 phantom in table 4 for AP projection and for the FASH2 phantom in tables 5 for PA projection as a function of the photon energy. In each of the tables, the last line gives the sum of the statistical errors for the two phantoms averaged over all energies.
In tables 4 and 5 one finds 21 ratios being greater than unity, i.e. that the organ or tissue absorbed dose is greater for the supine posture than for the standing posture. 5 ratios are smaller than unity, i.e. that here the standing absorbed doses are greater than the supine absorbed doses. For the prostate AP a clear decision cannot be made within the margin of the statistical error. The greatest ratio is 4.8, found at 15 keV AP for the FASH2 colon, the smallest ratio is 0.5, found at 20 keV for the MASH2 kidneys. For AP and PA projection, Sato et al (2008b) reported for male phantoms a maximum ratio of 4.0 at 15 keV and a minimum ratio of 0.42 at 20 keV, without specifying the organ or tissue. Taking into account increasing statistical errors at low energies, the maximum and minimum ratios of Sato et al and from this study show good agreement. As the differences between absorbed doses for different postures are mostly caused by different thicknesses of adipose tissue located in front of the organ or tissue under consideration, the corresponding ratios can become quite large or small when the incident photon energy becomes smaller than 20 keV. However, the empty spaces in tables 4 and 5 for 10, 15 and 20 keV show that because of the strong increase of the statistical error with decreasing photon energy some of these very low energy ratios cannot reliably be determined. If whole body exposure occurs, all organs and tissues are located inside the radiation field. Therefore, different subcutaneous fat layers of standing and supine phantoms are usually the explanation given for the ratios shown in tables 4 and 5. However, there are still two additional factors influencing the ratios between standing and supine organ and tissue absorbed doses: First, because of the gravitational force and of the cranial shifts, organs are also displaced in dorsal direction, as was shown in table 1, i.e. in the direction of the radiation beam for AP projection or towards the beam for PA projection, thereby either adding to the attenuation effect of the fat layer or (partly) compensating it. Second, the cranial shifts for supine posture push some organs (deeper) into the ribcage, thereby increasing the attenuation by bones, like ribs, sternum and scapulae. In other words, organ and tissue absorbed doses are the result of a superposition of attenuation effects caused by posture-specific subcutaneous fat layers and by organ positions. Some of the supine-to-standing absorbed dose ratios from tables 4 and 5 will be discussed based on transverse images of the organ under consideration.
The MASH2_sta and the MASH2_sup phantoms consist of 1462 transverse 2D images like those shown in figures 11a and 11b. The image count starts at the vertex of the phantom. Slice 500 of MASH2_sta represents also the centre slice for the liver. According to table 1, the cranial shift of the liver in the supine phantom is 1.7 cm, which corresponds to a shift by 1.7 cm / 0.12 cm = 14.2 slices. Consequently, for the liver slice 486 in the supine phantom corresponds anatomically to slice 500 in the standing phantom. In spite of the dorsal shifts shown in table 1, the AP ratios in table 4 for the liver and the stomach are greater than unity, because in the MASH2_sup phantom these organs are located closer to the frontal surface than in the MASH2_sta phantom. For the spleen the dorsal shift is similar but the ratio is smaller than unity, because the lateral shift of fat in the supine phantom increases the distance to the frontal surface. According to table 1, the kidneys were dorsally shifted by 1.2 cm in the supine MASH2 phantom, which more than compensates the shorter distance to the frontal surface and therefore the ratio for the kidneys is smaller than unity. A strong increase of the absorbed dose to the uterus for PA projection can be seen for the supine posture from the ratio given in table 5. Figure 12b for the supine FASH2 phantom shows that the distance of the uterus to the rear surface of the body is significantly smaller than in the standing phantom shown in figure 12a. The comparison is made for the slices 650 and 642, because according to the cranial shift of 0.9 cm given in table 1, the difference between anatomically corresponding images for the uterus in both phantoms is 0.9 cm / 0.12 cm = 7.5 slices.
To analyze the absorbed dose to all segmented organs and tissues for the two phantoms and the two posture in this manner is beyond the scope of this paper. Also, external whole body irradiation is an exposure scenario more likely to be found in occupational radiation protection, where the effective dose is the quantity of primary interest. Figure 13 presents ratios between supine and standing effective doses for AP and PA projection as a function of the photon energy for the FASH2 and the MASH2 phantoms, as well as for the male adult supine phantom JM and standing phantom JM2 from Sato et al (2008b) . Sato et al"s effective doses are actually some kind of "male effective doses", because they used only male phantoms and did not include absorbed dose to the breasts. For incident photon energies above 30 keV, the differences between the effective doses for the two postures for all phantoms are smaller than 5%. Below 30 keV the FASH2/MASH2 ratios rapidly increase with decreasing energy, reflecting the majority of the ratios shown in tables 8 and 9 plus the effect of the high ICRP tissue weighting factors (ICRP 2007) for the breasts, colon, lungs and stomach. As for the JM/JM2 "male effective dose" ratio, initially one can see the same increase of the effective dose ratios but then for AP projection a decrease occurs between 15 and 10 keV, which probably is caused by the missing breast absorbed doses. Figure 13 . Ratios between supine and standing effective doses for AP and PA projection calculated with the (FASH2+MASH2)_sup and the (FASH2+ MASH2)_sta phantoms. Data from Sato et al (2008) for the Japanese male adult JM (supine) and JM2 (standing) phantoms are also shown.
X-ray exposure
The posture of the patient plays an important role in radiological protocols set up for examinations in X-ray diagnosis (Becht et al 2008 , Bontrager 2003 . Standing and supine postures are most frequently used for radiographs performed especially in the trunk region of the human body. With the FASH2_sta, the FASH2_sup, the MASH2_sta and the MASH2_sup phantoms, developed in this study, it is possible to investigate the effect of the posture on organ and tissue absorbed doses received by male and female adult patients undergoing X-ray examinations. This section will present posturespecific dosimetric data for radiographs of the thorax and the abdomen, because they belong to the most frequently performed procedures in X-ray diagnosis and because the large field size causes exposure to ionizing radiation for a significant number of radiosensitive organs and tissues. The quantity determined by the EGSnrc-based Monte Carlo code is the conversion coefficient (CC) D/INAK between organ or tissue absorbed dose D and incident air kerma (INAK) (ICRU 2005) . The INAK is calculated free in air at the point where the central ray of the X-ray beam enters the patient. Photon and electron cut-off energies were the same used for whole body exposure. Absorbed doses were averaged over the volume of organs and tissues, except for the red bone marrow and the bone surface cells. For the two radiosensitive skeletal tissues, maximum absorbed doses among the bones located in the X-ray beam are given, a procedure already used before (Kramer et al 2008) .
Apart from CCs D/INAK for selected organs and tissues exposed in abdominal and thoracic examinations, the following sections will present ratios between the supine and the standing CCs D/INAK, similar to the ratios presented for whole body exposure. Additionally, corresponding whole body ratios from tables 4 and 5 will be included based on the mean energy of the X-ray spectra used in the simulations. Partial body diagnostic X-ray exposure differs from the whole body exposure to monoenergetic photons shown in the previous section mainly with respect to the energy distribution of the radiation and the type, the size and the location of the radiation field relative to the body surface. Applying the mean spectral energy to the monoenergetic data from tables 4 and 5 more or less eliminates the "energy-related difference". The "type-related difference", i.e. parallel field for whole body exposure versus divergent beam in X-ray diagnosis, can be neglected in a first approximation because not absolute absorbed doses but ratios of absorbed doses for the two types of exposure will be compared. Thus, primarily field size and field location are expected to make the difference between posture-specific organ and tissue absorbed dose ratios for whole body and X-ray exposure.
According to ICRP103 (ICRP 2007) , the effective dose is not suitable for risk estimates for patients submitted to radiological examinations. Instead, a patient-specific risk evaluation should be made taking into account sex-and age-dependent risk coefficients for cancer incidence or mortality to be found in the BEIR VII report (National Research Council 2005) , for example. Based on the concept of "whole body effective risk" proposed by D Brenner (Brenner and Huda 2008) and applied to medical exposure of patients earlier (Kramer et al 2008) , risk estimates for cancer incidence for standing and supine posture will be calculated and compared for the X-ray examinations to be discussed in the next two section. The quantity to be determined is the number of cases for cancer incidence per 100000 exposed adult individuals. The sex-and age-dependent risk coefficients were taken from the BEIR VII report as quoted in table 2 of the study of Kramer et al (2008) .
MASH2: Abdomen AP, supine
Apart from other diagnostic modalities, like ultrasound, CT or MR, a radiograph of the abdomen AP (ventro-dorsal) could be indicated in case of pain in that region, kidney or gall bladder colic or abdominal injuries, for example. Typically, the tube voltage is 90 kV, the filtration 2.5 mm Al, the focus-to-detector distance (FDD) 115 cm and the field size in the detector plane 35 cm x 40 cm. The patient is in supine position and the field is centred on the spine slightly above the navel (Becht et al 2008) . Figure 14a shows this exposure scenario for the MASH2_sta phantom. The blue and the black fields represent the field size in image detector and entrance plane, respectively. The frontal and lateral views allow for easy recognition of organ positions relative to the X-ray beam. Figure 14b represents the abdominal examination as it should be simulated. Figure 14a applies to the case when a standing phantom has to be used because a supine phantom is not available. The exposure scenario is the same, except that organ positions relative to the X-ray field are different. The results of the Monte Carlo simulations for the two scenarios are shown in table 6 as CCs D/INAK for selected organs and tissues together with the statistical errors for the standing and the supine MASH2 phantom. Columns 6 and 7 of table 6 present ratios "Sup/Sta" between posture-specific results for the 35cm x 40cm field and for the whole body fields, respectively. The data for the whole body field where taken from table 4 and from the files with the complete whole body results (not shown here) for 45.9 keV, which is the mean photon energy of the X-ray spectrum used in the simulation. The differences between the ratios given in columns 6 and 7 are caused by the diagnostic field effect, which reflects the posture-specific change of the organ relative to the field boundaries, because the anatomical posture effect is already taken into account by the whole body ratio. The last column of table 6 shows that for whole body exposure with the mean spectral energy the urinary bladder wall and the small intestine wall receive 13.9% and 12.7% , respectively, more absorbed dose in supine posture compared to the standing posture due to the anatomical effect discussed above. However, for abdominal exposure with a diagnostic field of 35 cm x 40 cm these percentage differences rise to 48.9% and 25.2%, respectively, because of the posture-specific position of the organs relative to the radiation field: For supine posture, the urinary bladder and the small intestine move deeper into the X-ray beam and this increases the absorbed dose differences between supine and standing by 35% and 12.5%, respectively. The opposite situation concerns the liver. For whole body exposure the liver absorbed dose is 2.7% greater in supine than in standing posture. However, under abdominal X-ray exposure the supine liver absorbed dose becomes 3.2% smaller than the standing liver absorbed dose because under supine posture the liver moves partly out of the X-ray beam. Adrenals and prostate have combined statistical errors greater than the absorbed dose differences between supine and standing posture, which normally prohibits a sound dosimetric judgment. Nevertheless, the ratios for whole body and diagnostic exposure indicate that these two organs experience no additional diagnostic field effect. In figures 14a and 14b, the kidneys are located inside the beam volume, but for supine posture they are located cranially more towards the field boundaries. Because of the divergent X-ray field, the fluence distribution has a maximum at the field centre and decreases towards the field boundaries, which causes the kidney absorbed dose for supine posture to decrease compared to the standing posture. Apart from the posture effect already seen for whole body exposure, almost no additional change due to the diagnostic X-ray field can be observed for colon, pancreas, spleen and stomach wall. 19.0% and 15.1% increase for supine RBM and BSC absorbed doses, respectively, is caused by less shielding by adipose layers in supine posture, because the skeleton did not move cranio-caudally with respect to the x-ray field during posture change. For this comparison, whole body data for RBM and BSC are not available, because the whole body calculations determine the average absorbed dose in the whole skeleton but not the maximum absorbed dose in a single bone. The risk calculation for the abdominal AP exposure shown in table 6 assumes a 40-year-old male patient and an INAK of 5 mGy. Following the method outlined in Kramer et al (2008) , the results for the risk of cancer incidence from the abdominal X-ray exposure are 7.4 cases and 8.1 cases per 100000 exposed individuals for the standing and the supine posture, respectively, i.e. a risk difference of 9.5% 3.3.2.2 FASH2: Thorax PA, standing Perhaps one of the most frequently performed examination is a radiograph of the thorax PA (dorsoventral) to investigate the conditions of the heart and the lungs. A typically used tube voltage is 125 kV, the filtration 2.5 mm Al, the FDD = 180 cm and the field size in the image receptor plane 35 cm x 40 cm. The patient is in standing position and the field is centred on the spine between the 6 th and 7 th thoracic vertebrae (Becht et al 2008 , Bontrager 2003 . Figures 15a and 15b show the exposure scenarios for the standing and the supine FASH2 phantoms and table 7 present the results. Whole body exposure data were taken from table 5 and from the files with the complete whole body results (not shown here) for 55.3 keV, which is the mean photon energy of the X-ray spectrum used in the simulation. Figures 15a and 15b show that the organs shifted deeper into the X-ray beam in supine posture are the kidneys, pancreas, liver and stomach. Consequently, their supine/standing ratios for the diagnostic field in table 7 show increase of absorbed dose by 58.9%, 60.9%, 12.6% and 25.4%, respectively. The supine absorbed dose for the spleen is smaller than for standing posture for reasons mentioned already in the discussion of figure 11, which concerned the fat distribution versus the dorsal shift and has nothing to do with the relative position to the X-ray field. Consequently, the spleen ratios for whole body and diagnostic field are essentially equal. For the adrenals the combined statistical error of 3.5% is twice the percentage difference between the whole body and diagnostic field ratios, which make it impossible to come to a clear decision as to the cause for the difference. Figures 15a and 15b show the thyroid located at the same position relative to the X-ray field for both postures and the difference of 4.2% between the whole body and the diagnostic field ratios is smaller than the combined statistical error of 4.6%. Therefore, the difference between the posture-specific thyroid absorbed doses can be considered as statistical uncertainty. The lungs absorbed dose is almost 5% smaller for the supine posture than the for the standing posture. The lateral views of figures 15a and 15b show more overlying tissue in front of the lower dorsal part of the lungs for the supine posture, because 8% of their volume has been removed. This explains the observed difference between the posture-specific lungs absorbed doses. The lungs ratio for whole body exposure agrees within 0.8% with the diagnostic field ratio because the lungs are completely inside the X-ray field and were not shifted. Another organ probably not affected by the change of posture is the oesophagus. The difference between the oesophagus absorbed doses for the two postures is only 1% and well below the combined statistical error of 2.8%. For supine posture, RBM and BSC show smaller increase in absorbed dose compared to the abdominal AP exposure in table 6 because the reduction of the SAD is smaller in the area of the ribcage compared to the abdominal region. Risk estimates for the thoracic PA examination shown in table 7, for a 40-year-old female patient and an INAK of 2.5 mGy give 7.7 and 7.8 cases per 100000 exposed individuals for standing and for supine posture, respectively, i.e. a risk difference of 1.3%
Conclusions
FASH2 and MASH2 are mesh-based adult phantoms modelled in standing and supine postures. Compared to the work of Sato et al (2007 Sato et al ( , 2008a , who CT-scanned a volunteer in standing and in supine posture, this study had to choose a different method to develop posture-specific human phantoms, because the standing FASH2_sta and MASH2_sta phantoms were not based on images of persons. The FASH2_sta and the MASH2_sta phantoms have been developed based on anatomical atlases , which show human anatomy in standing posture but not in supine posture. Therefore, for the development of phantoms in supine posture it was necessary to find anthropometric data in scientific publications which describe quantitatively the changes affecting organ positions, fat layer thickness, lungs volume, etc. to provide a data base to be used for the modelling of the supine phantoms FASH2_sup and MASH2_sup. Fortunately, the anthropometric data necessary for the modelling of the supine phantoms could be found, whereby it became possible to model anatomically realistic phantoms in supine posture.
In this study, posture-specific organ and tissue absorbed doses and ratios between them for exposure to external photon radiation have been presented for whole body and for diagnostic X-ray irradiation simulating AP and PA projections. For whole body exposure, differences between standing and supine organ doses depend primarily on dorsal organ shifts plus changes of the fat layer thickness.
Cranial organ shifts add to the absorbed dose differences only when posture change alters the shielding by bones (ribs, sternum and scapulae) for the organ under consideration. Additionally, cranial shifts of organs play a major role for X-ray exposure because of the limited field size. Cranial displacement into or out of the radiation beam are often responsible for the main part of the difference found between organ absorbed doses for standing and supine posture.
The dosimetric results for whole body exposure confirm data published by Sato et al (2008b) . Maximum and minimum ratios between organ and tissue absorbed doses for supine and standing posture show similar values in both studies. There is also agreement that for whole body exposure with AP and PA projections posture-specific changes of the effective dose remain below 5% for incident photon energies above 30 keV. In Sato et al"s paper this result was also confirmed for lateral, rotational and isotropic radiation fields. Consequently, in occupational radiation protection the supine posture is hardly a relevant issue, because a supine posture of the exposed individual and photon energies below 30 keV for whole body exposure are rare to be found.
Supine posture is a frequent position for exposed patients, not only in X-ray diagnosis but also in other areas of radiology, and in nuclear medicine and radiotherapy as well. Therefore, it is warranted to have both types of phantoms, standing and supine, available for dosimetric simulations of medical procedures. As for the two X-ray radiographs considered in this study, organ and tissue absorbed doses between supine and standing posture showed differences up to 60%, which is not a margin to be ignored. Routine occupational radiation protection can do most of its job only by looking at the effective dose, but in radiation protection in medicine knowledge of organ and tissue absorbed doses is still necessary because of the dose levels and resulting radiation risks involved.
Whole body risk for cancer incidence was calculated for the two radiographs based on data given in the BEIR VII report (National Research Council 2005) . The differences between the risks for supine and standing posture were 9.5% and 1.3% for the abdominal and for the thoracic radiograph, respectively. These differences may seem to be small, but one should not forget that the selected Xray examinations are just two out of many procedures performed in X-ray diagnosis every day. In view of a world-wide trend towards increasing body mass among human populations, the modelling of human phantoms reflecting this trend has become a necessity and will be the focus of a follow-up project to this study. FASH2 and MASH2 have body masses based on ICRP89 (ICRP 2002), while statistical data from around the world indicate that the 50 th body mass percentiles for adult males and females are meanwhile 5-6 kg greater than the ICRP89 reference whole body masses. One can expect the posture-specific differences between organ and tissue absorbed doses and consequently also between associated radiation risks to increase when phantoms representing patients with greater body mass will be modelled and used in the simulations. The difference between standing and supine SAD, a parameter crucial for organ and tissue absorbed doses in AP or PA projection, will certainly increase with body mass, for example.
Like the FAX06 and MAX06 phantoms, developed earlier by the research group of the Federal University of Pernambuco (Kramer et al 2006) , the FASH2 and the MASH2 posture-specific phantoms are available for the scientific community. For downloading the phantoms one has to go to www.grupodoin.com and click on the link "Caldose" on the right side of the page.
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Appendix
All segmented organ and tissue masses of the FASH2_sta and the MASH2_sta phantoms are shown in tables A3 and A4, respectively, together with the ICRP89 reference masses and corresponding data for the FASH or the MASH phantoms. Differences between FASH/MASH phantom masses and ICRP89 masses were smaller than 2.6%, except for the skeleton and the lymphatic nodes . Now, all differences are below 0.5%, except for the masses of the skeleton and the lymphatic nodes. The ICRP89 reference mass for cartilage includes also cartilage which is located outside the skeleton (nose, ears, thyroid, etc.). In tables A3 and A4, the skeleton masses for all phantoms include only the cartilage mass actually segmented in the skeletons, which is about 70% of the ICRP reference mass. A similar situation exists for the lymphatic nodes, a part of which, according to ICP89, is located in the bone marrow. Therefore, only 50% of the reference mass for the lymphatic nodes have been segmented in the FASH2_sta and the MASH2_sta phantoms. 
